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Abstract. We propose a new algorithm, called SPAGHETtI, for static
scheduling tasks on an unbounded heterogeneous resources where re-
sources belongs to di↵erent architecture (e.g. CPU or GPU). We show
that this algorithm is optimal in complexity O(|E||A|2 + |V ||A|), where
|E| is the number of edges, |V | the number of vertices of the scheduled
DAG and |A| the number of architectures – usually a small value – and
that it is able to compute the optimal makespan. Moreover, the number
of resources to be used for executing the schedule is given by a linear
time algorithm. When the resources are bounded we provide a method to
reduce the number of necessary resources up to the bound providing a set
of compromises between the makespan and the size of the infrastructure.

1 Introduction

Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) have been used to model [7, 8, 15], execute [2, 5,
12] and predict [14] the performance of parallel applications. There exists many
scheduling algorithms for mapping tasks of a DAG onto the resources of parallel
machines [13, 17, 20]. A lot of work have been proposed to schedule task graphs
on heterogeneous resources when execution and communication time depend on
the machine that executes a task [3, 16, 17]. However, recent advances in High-
Performance Computing (HPC) have led to two important considerations:

– HPC systems feature a relatively low heterogeneity. Contrary to proposed
solutions of the literature where each individual machine can perform dif-
ferently, one often face a fix number of architectures (e.g. CPU, GPU, MIC,
etc.) where performance is homogeneous.

– HPC systems and their applications are of very large-scale. Top end HPC
systems can have as many as hundreds of thousands of processors. The tiled
version of the dense Cholesky factorization for instance has more than 10
million tasks (matrix of order 204800 and tiles size of 512). Therefore, the
complexity to schedule the DAGs is crucial in this setting.

In this paper, we propose a new static scheduling algorithm designed for this
kind of systems. Instead of considering each individual processor independently
it considers the architectures of the target machine. Within each architecture
the communication and execution time is considered homogeneous. Thanks to



that feature, for an unbounded number of resources, it is able to schedule the
input graph optimally in terms of makespan, with an optimal complexity of
O(|E||A|2+ |V ||A|) where |E| is the number of edges, |V | of vertices of the DAG
and |A| the number of architectures and potentially resorting to task duplication.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the related work. The models are described in Section 3. The algorithm is detailed
in Section 4. How to go from an unbounded number of resources to a bounded
number is discussed in Section 5. Experimental results are provided in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Static scheduling task graphs on homogeneous resources is NP-hard even for
two machines (reduction from 2-partition [9]). However, for unbounded resources
and no communication cost it is clearly in P as it requires to use new resources
(resource augmentation) to have a schedule of the length of the critical path.
In the case of communication cost, optimal scheduling can be found for some
special input graph only (without [19] or with [1] duplication).

There exists a lot of static scheduling heuristics for heterogeneous scheduling
(see [6] for some examples. If duplication is not allowed, HEFT [17] provides a
good schedule in a reasonable complexity O(|V |2p), with p the number of pro-
cessing units. In [6], it has been experimentally shown that HEFT is one of the
best heuristics (in terms of makespan) for random graphs among 20 di↵erent
heuristics. In case duplication is allowed, TANH [3] is a heuristic of interest for
our study as it provides a low complexity (O(|V |(p log p) + |V |2)) and is opti-
mal under some hypothesis. The authors show that TANH provides an optimal
schedule (in terms of makespan) if a “A fork node i that is not a join node is as-
sumed to have the same execution time on all processors.”. Such hypothesis does
not hold in many cases. For instance in the Cholesky task graph, the POTRF
task is a fork task that is not a join task and its runtime is very di↵erent if you
execute it on a CPU or on a GPU.

In conclusion static scheduling heuristics have a complexity that depends
on the number of processors and are not able in the general case, due to NP-
completeness, to provide an optimal schedule.

3 Models and Definitions

We consider an application modeled by a directed acyclic task graph (DAG) G =
(V,E) where V is the set of tasks to be executed and E represents precedence
constraints between tasks. The execution model of the DAG is close to the macro-
dataflow model where a task can be executed only after all its predecessors have
terminated and when communications from its predecessors and this task have
been performed. However, it di↵ers in the way costs are modeled.

We want to model a large platform where we have di↵erent architectures.
Think for instance of a node with a set of multicore processors (a NUMA ma-
chine with several hundreds of cores) with some accelerators (e.g. GPU cards



having each several hundreds of CUDA cores or Xeons Phi each featuring 60
cores with 4 threads each). In this case, we assume that the communication
cost between two architectures is the same whatever the actual instances that
are sending and receiving the data. Moreover, the communication costs are con-
sidered constant when data move within one architecture (whether this task is
executed on the same instance as its predecessor or not). This later assumption is
di↵erent from the standard DAG scheduling model where a distinction is made if
the communication is occuring within the same instance (has no cost) or between
di↵erent instances (has a non zero cost). This is justified as follows. First, in our
model, this constant cost can be zero in order to neglect intra-architecture com-
munications compared to inter-architecture communications. Second, we want
to produce a schedule where high-level decisions are taken such has: ”On which
architecture should I schedule this task ?” We think the impact of locality on a
multi-architecture machine is more important than locality inside one given ho-
mogeneous architecture. Third, the assumption of constant communication time
within an architecture makes all the di↵erence theoretically speaking: it is this
assumption that allows us to find an optimal solution. Finally, the experiment
section will show that it leads to predictable execution time and is therefore
reasonable in real settings.

Formally, let ! be the communication time function, defined for each edge
of the graph, and ⌧ is the execution time function, defined for each vertex. We
consider a set of di↵erent architectures, A. The communication time for a given
edge depends on the architecture executing the vertices of this edge. Hence, the
function ! is defined over E⇥A2 ! R: For each edge, we have a communication
matrix of order |A| ⇤ |A| that provides the communication times of this edge
depending on the source and destination architecture. Similarly the execution
time function is defined as V ⇥A ! R: for each task we have a vector of execution
time of order |A| (see an example in Fig. 1).

Definition 1 (Start time). For a task graph G and an architecture set A, the
start time is a function:

✓ : V ⇥A ! N
i, j ! t

that associates to task i and architecture j a time t for i to start on j. We denote
the starting time of task i on architecture j: ✓

i

[j].

The start time is a total function, defined for all vertices and architectures. It
does not imply that tasks are systematically duplicated on all architectures,
but only represents possible starting times according to architectures. The ear-
liest completion time is defined as the minimal time to start a task, added to
the time to execute the task, considering all possible architectures: Cearliest

i

=
min

j2A ✓
i

[j]+⌧
i

[j] The makespan is then simply deducted: Cmax = max
i2V Cearliest

i

.
The makespan usually involves the latest completion time, when tasks are du-
plicated. The earliest completion time is equal to the latest completion time for



non-duplicated tasks. This is not a limitation, since it is always possible to de-
fine an additional sink task, having as predecessors the tasks initially with no
successors. Besides, our mapping algorithm will ensure that the tasks with an
earliest completion time equal to the makespan are not duplicated.

The mapping function defines more precisely the resource executing task i:

Definition 2 (Mapping). A mapping of a task graph G is a function

µ : V ⇥A ! N [ {?}
i, j ! r

that associates to each task i and architecture j the resource number r that ex-
ecutes i. When i is not executed on architecture j, r corresponds to the special
value ?. When the same task is mapped to di↵erent architectures, there is du-
plication. We denote the resource executing task i on architecture j: µ

i

[j].

Definition 3 (Constraints). Given a graph G, a set of architectures A and
a vector of resources r = (r

k

)
k2A, the functions µ and ✓ define resp. a valid

mapping and schedule if and only if the following constraints are checked:

1. Resource constraint. One task is executed at a time on the same resource.

8i, j 2 V, k 2 A, i 6= j, µ
i

[k] = µ
j

[k] 6= ? ) (✓
i

[k] + ⌧
i

[k]  ✓
j

[k])

_ (✓
j

[k] + ⌧
j

[k]  ✓
i

[k]) (1)

2. Architecture constraint. Resources are bounded by r:

8i 2 V, k 2 A, µ
i

[k]  r
k

(2)

3. Dependence constraints. The start time follows the precedence constraint and
communication costs:

8(i, j) 2 E, 8k, 9h, ✓
j

[k] � ✓
i

[h] + ⌧
i

[h] + !
ij

[h, k] (3)

4 The SPAGHETtI Algorithm

We consider here the computation of the minimum makespan when there is no
resource constraint (1) and no architecture constraint (2). Within this formula-
tion, it is possible to define a schedule and a mapping function giving for each
task the architecture(s) where it executes.

4.1 Minimizing Makespan

Consider first the case where there is only one architecture available, i.e. |A| = 1.
Then ! and ⌧ are only functions of tasks. The optimal makespan can be evaluated
by computing the earliest start time of each task. According to the dependence
constraint (3), this start time fulfills the following property:

✓earliest
j

= max
(i,j)2E

(✓earliest
i

+ ⌧
i

+ !
ij

)



We can arbitrarily define the earliest start time for tasks with no predecessor
in G as 0. This formulation then corresponds to a longest path problem on the
DAG G (critical path). This can be solved in O(|V |+|E|) time with a topological
sort and then the evaluation in topological order of the function ✓earliest.

Now, consider the case where |A| � 1. The dependence constraint defines the
value of the earliest start time as:

✓earliest
j

[k] = max
(i,j)2E

min
h2A

(✓earliest
i

[h] + ⌧
i

[h] + !
ij

[h, k]).

Using (min,+) notation algebra, where the addition corresponds to a min and
multiplication to +, the min term can be rewritten into:

P
h2A(✓

earliest

i

[h] ⇤
⌧
i

[h] ⇤ !
ij

[h, k]. This corresponds to a matrix vector product with ✓
i

and ⌧
i

vectors indexed by A and !
i,j

a square matrix of rank |A|. The vector definition
of ✓earliest

j

is therefore:

✓earliest
j

= max
(i,j)2E

✓earliest
i

⇤ diag(⌧
i

) ⇤ !
i,j

(4)

with max the component-wise maximum and diag(⌧
i

) the diagonal matrix ob-
tained from the vector. This recursive definition of ✓earliest

j

is similar to the case
where |A| = 1, and leads to the definition of the SPAGHETtI algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Compute the earliest starting time for each vertex in G
Input: G = (V,E) // The input DAG

Input: ⌧ // Function defining the duration time vector

Input: ! // Function defining the communication time vector

1 forall the i 2 G do // Assign a time vector, for all architectures

2 ✓i  0

3 C

max

 0
4 S  Topological sort(G)
5 forall the i 2 S do // Visit G in topological order, starting with source

6 for every vertex j predecessor of i in G do

7 ✓i = max(✓i, ✓j ⇤ diag(⌧j) ⇤ !j,i)// Element-wise maximum on vectors

8 C

max

 max(C
max

,maxk2A ✓i[k] + ⌧i[k])

Figure 1 shows an example of the schedule and makespan computed by
SPAGHETtI on a graph, for two architectures, CPU and GPU. CPU values
are put in the first row/column of vectors and matrices, GPU in the second.
For instance, CPU!CPU communication between a and e takes 1, CPU!GPU
takes 3. The earliest starting time for task a is 0 for both architectures. The
starting time for task b, when started on CPU, is at least the time to complete a
on CPU and then communicate with b, or complete a on GPU and communicate
accross architectures. This leads to a starting time of 2. This is the same case for
GPU, and for task c. Task e on CPU cannot complete before either task a has
completed on CPU and CPU!CPU communication has finished (duration 1),
or task a has completed on GPU and GPU!CPU communication has finished
(duration 4): the earliest starting time for e on CPU is therefore 2. We let the
reader continue the reasoning and check the values of the table on the right.
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Task ✓earliestCPU ✓earliestGPU Mapping
a 0 0 CPU
b 2 2 GPU
c 2 2 CPU
d 7 7 CPU
e 2 3 CPU
f 8 9 CPU

Fig. 1. On the left, the task graph with the values of ⌧ for each task and ! for each
edge. On the right, the earliest starting time for each task, given when the task starts
on CPU and on GPU. Then the last column corresponds to the architecture where the
task is mapped in order to reach the optimal makespan (9 in this example).

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 computes the optimal makespan of G with the optimal
complexity O(|A|2 ⇤ |E|+ |A| ⇤ |V |).
Proof. First, let us show that the SPAGHETtI algorithm computes indeed the
optimal makespan. Assume that Algorithm 1 does not compute the optimal
makespan. There exists a scheduling function ✓0 verifying the dependence con-
straint (3) such that for all architectures k, ✓0

sink

[k]  ✓
sink

[k] and for at least
one architecture, this inequality is strict. Such relation is denoted ✓0

sink

< ✓
sink

.
Consider a task i0, minimal according to the topological order, such that ✓0

i

< ✓
i

.
✓
i

0

is defined as:
✓
i

0

= max
(j,i

0

)2E
(✓

j

⇤ diag(⌧
j

) ⇤ !
j,i

0

).

As ✓
j

= ✓0
j

for all the predecessors j of i0 and there exists a k 2 A such that
✓0
i

0

[k] < ✓
i

0

[k], we have:

✓0
i

0

[k] < max
(j,i

0

)2E
min
h2A

(✓0
j

[h] ⇤ ⌧
j

[h] ⇤ !
j,i

0

[h, k]).

Thus there exists a predecessor j of i0 such that for all architecture h 2 A:

✓0
i

0

[k] < ✓0
j

[h] ⇤ ⌧
j

[h] ⇤ !
j,i

0

[h, k].

This is in contradiction with the dependence constraint (3), and contradicts the
definition of ✓0. Hence Algorithm 1 computes the optimal makespan.

Now line 7 corresponds to O(|A|2 ⇤ |E|) operations, the |A|2 term coming
from the matrix vector product ✓

j

⇤ diag(⌧
j

) ⇤ !
j,i

. Line 8 takes O(|A| ⇤ |V |)
operations due to the max operation. The total complexity corresponds to the
size of the inputs. Since the makespan may depend on all of them, this shows
the complexity is optimal. ⇤

4.2 Mapping Tasks to Architectures

Finding a mapping function corresponds to finding one or several architectures
for each task, compatible with earliest starting time constraints. As there is no



resource constraints, µ is here an indicator function returning a boolean: a task
i is mapped on an architecture j 2 A if µ

i

[j] = 1 otherwise µ
i

[j] = 0. A task is
duplicated on two di↵erent architectures j, k, j 6= k if µ

i

[j] = µ
i

[k] = 1.
For all tasks with no successor in G, the architecture is chosen so that the

earliest completion time can be attained:

8h 2 A, h = min{k 2 A | ✓
i

[k] + ⌧
i

[k] = Cearliest

i

} ) µ
i

[h] = 1. (5)

Note that these tasks are not duplicated, since h is uniquely defined. The makespan
corresponds to the earliest completion time of one of these tasks, hence the map-
ping here is chosen so that the optimal makespan is reached.

For all the other tasks, the dependence constraint guides the choice of archi-
tecture that can execute them: Consider a task i 2 G and an edge (i, j) 2 E.
Assume j is mapped on architecture k 2 A, then the schedule computed by
the SPAGHETtI algorithm ensures there exists an architecture h 2 A such that
✓
i

[h]  ✓
j

[k]� ⌧
i

[h]� !
ij

[h, k]. This defines a value for µ
i

:

8(i, j) 2 E, 8k, l 2 A,

µ
j

[k] = 1 ^ l = min{h 2 A | ✓
i

[h]  ✓
j

[k]� ⌧
i

[h]� !
ij

[h, k]} ) µ
i

[l] = 1. (6)

An alternative definition of µ can prevent useless task duplication, whenever
possible. Instead of Equation (6), the following equation can be used:

H
i

= {h | 8(i, j) 2 E, 8k 2 A, µ
j

[k] = 1 ) ✓
i

[h]  ✓
j

[k]� ⌧
i

[h]� !
ij

[h, k]},
H

i

6= ; ) µ
i

[minH
i

] = 1.(7)

When this equation does not define a value for µ
i

, Equation (6) has to be used
and duplication is necessary. Equations (5), (6) and (7) define recursively the
function µ: Starting from tasks with no successor, µ is defined for all tasks in
a reverse topological order. The definition of µ shows that this computation re-
quires O(|A|2|E|) operations when applying definitions (6) or (7) and O(|A||V |)
operations when applying definition (5). This is the optimal complexity since, as
for the schedule, it corresponds to the size of the inputs G, ⌧ and !. Therefore,
this procedure, combined with the SPAGHETtI algorithms provides a solution
that is optimal in terms of makespan and complexity.

Figure 1 shows the result of the mapping computation on the task graph. As
the task f as a lower completion time 8 + 1 = 9 when executed on CPU, this
is the mapping of this task. Task e and d are indi↵erently mapped to CPU or
GPU (here CPU, ordered first). For task b, there is only one possible mapping
to ensure that d is scheduled at time 7: b has to be scheduled on GPU.

4.3 Determining the Number of Resources for Each Architecture

The required amount of resources for each architecture is not given by the previ-
ous algorithms. To determine this number of resources we use a greedy algorithm
that allocates task to architecture instances, extending the previous architecture



mapping computed in the previous section and computing the actual instance
µ
i

[k] of task i when mapped on architecture k. For each architecture we consider
the tasks by increasing start time and we allocate them to the first resource of
the architecture that can respect the start scheduling constraints. If no resource
is available we proceed with resource augmentation and create a new instance of
this architecture. Therefore, the number of resources used is the minimal num-
ber of resources that respect the schedule (i.e. the task start time). Moreover,
this allocation is optimal in terms of platform dimensioning only if there is no
su�cient slack in the schedule to delay tasks in order to save resources.

5 Exploring Tradeo↵s for Heterogeneous Machines

Here, we deal with the case where the number of resources is higher than the
available ones. There exists several ways of reducing the number of resources
used by a schedule. In homogeneous setting an e↵ective way was explored by the
Pyrros project [19] where, after DSC [20] clusters were merged using the work
profiling method of [10]. Another technique, presented in the context of register
allocation, consists in adding some dependence edges in the graph in order to
reduce the number of simultaneously live variables [18].

In heterogeneous environments, merging architectures has no meaning. We
propose here a method similar to the one proposed for register allocation, where
instructions are replaced by tasks and resources are processing units instead of
registers. We reduce the inherent parallelism of the task graph by iteratively
adding edges and then re-computing the schedule, the mapping and the number
of resources until we reach the target number of resources. The procedure is
depicted in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Adding n edges to the DAG G to reduce its parallelism
Input: G = (V,E) // The input DAG

Input: n // Number of edges to add

1 S  Topological sort(G)
2 I  Interference graph(G);
3 forall the n edges to be added do // We will add n edges

4 i Highest degree node(I)
5 j  Highest degree node(neighbor(i))
6 if i �S j then // If i is before j in the topological order

7 Add (i, j) in G // Communication cost is set to 0

8 else

9 Add (j, i) in G // Communication cost is set to 0

10 Remove (i, j) in I // and decrease degree of i and j

To add edges to the graph in order to reduce its parallelism, we first sort
nodes in topological order. Then, we build the interference graph I of the DAG.
In the interference graph, vertices are the same as in the original DAG. There
is an edge between two vertices if there is no path between them in the DAG
(they could be scheduled in parallel). In this interference graph we choose the
node i of highest degree and a neighbor of i of highest degree. Then, this edge
is added to the DAG G and the interference graph is updated. We iterate until



n edges have been added. Therefore we add a batch of n edges before applying
again the SPAGHETtI algorithm. The rational behind adding several edges at
the same time is to amortize the interference graph construction. The rational
behind choosing the highest degree nodes in the interference graph is that a node
with high degree has a lot of freedom in terms of parallelism and we are therefore
more likely to impact the whole graph parallelism by reducing the parallelism of
this kind of nodes. We avoid adding cycles in the original DAG: the added edge
is directed so that it respects the topological order (line 6).

Moreover, each time we add a set of n edges, we compute the makespan
of the new SPAGHETtI’s schedule. This outputs a new compromise between
the execution time and the number of resources. Hence, with this procedure we
explore a full set of compromises (time vs. resources) until we reach the required
bound. This is helpful for decision makers to correctly dimension their platform.
In the following experiments, n was chosen between 10 and 100.

6 Experimental Results

We have implemented all the algorithms and procedures of the previous section.
They take an input DAG, the communication and computation cost of each task
on each architecture and the target number of resources for each architecture.
In the following experiments intra-architecture communications are always zero.

We have also designed a simple runtime system that executes the static
schedule on the given environments. In our experiments we have used nodes
featuring 2 6-cores intel Xeons (X5650) at 2.67GHz with 36 Gb of RAM and 3
NVIDIA Tesla M2070 GPU at 1.15 GHz with 6 Gb of memory.

We have coded the dense tiled Cholesky factorization [11]. It features 4 ker-
nels (POTRF, TRSM, SYRK and GEMM) that are executed using the Intel
MKL library 12.1.9 for the CPUs and the CUBLAS version 4.2 for the GPUs.
The Cholesky DAG can be seen here [4].

Model Validation To validate our model we have executed a real schedule,
measured the execution time of each kernel and compared the predicted schedule
time with the measured values.

In Fig. 2(a), we execute a chain of SYRK kernels that are scheduled alter-
natively between a GPU and CPU. We see that as the chain size increases, the
performance between the predicted time and the actual execution time becomes
closer. This validates our execution and inter-architecture communication model.

In Fig. 2(b), we execute the Cholesky factorization3 using tile size of 4096
and the decomposition of the matrix varies between 4 and 16 tiles (hence, the
order of the matrix varies between 16384 and 65536). Here, we see that the
predicted execution time is just a little higher than the real execution time. This
validates the kernel execution time and communication time within a GPU as
all the tasks, in this case, are scheduled on the GPUs.

3 The factorization was checked correct by post-processing the result.
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Fig. 2. Model validation experiments on (a) a chain of SYRK kernels alternatively on
CPU and GPU, (b) on a tiled Cholesky factorization with 4096x4096 tile size.
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Fig. 3. HEFT and SPAGHETtI comparison (a) for bounded number of resources for
the Cholesky Graph, (b) for unbounded number of resources in case of duplication.

Comparison with HEFT Being a list scheduling algorithm, HEFT is not
able to make a short-term sacrifice to achieve a gain in the long term. This is
exemplified with Fig. 3(a). In this Figure, we schedule a Cholesky DAG of 1540
nodes on two di↵erent architectures. Communicating within an architecture is
free but communicating between architecture is very costly. In this case, the first
task to be scheduled is faster on architecture 1 than on architecture 2 and the
other tasks are faster on architecture 2. HEFT will execute the first task on
architecture 1 and stay on this architecture until the end of the execution. On
the other hand, the execution cost of the tasks on architecture 2 can amortize
the communication time: SPAGHETtI pays the cost of executing the first task
on architecture 2 and continues to execute all the tasks on this architecture.
The optimal makespan is 2505 for 191 resources of architecture 2. We output
all the compromises found by our method between 191 and 5 resources. For 191
resources, SPAGHETtI’s makespan is 1.9 faster than the HEFT one. But if we
reduce the number of resources to 5 for both architectures, SPAGHETtI still
outperforms HEFT by a factor of 2.2. We explain the increase of performance
ratio as follows. For a large number of resources SPAGHETtI does not need to
use duplication but when the number of resources decreases, SPAGHETtI finds



that duplication reduces the makespan even more. Indeed, it starts using this
feature when the number of available resources is lower than 105.

In order to assess the importance of duplication, we have tested the case of
a triangle DAG, where from time to time, two nodes (called problematic nodes)
sharing the same predecessors, have an opposite behavior in terms of execution
time (one is more e�cient on one architecture while the other is more e�cient
on the other architecture) and in terms of communication time (going from
the architecture they favor to the other architecture is very costly). The other
tasks are homogeneous (they have the same execution time on every architec-
tures). In this case, it is better to duplicate nodes that are predecessors of these
problematic nodes in order to avoid to pay the communication cost while these
nodes are executed on their privileged architecture. This is what is depicted on
Fig 3(b) where we see that, the inability of HEFT to duplicate nodes, adds a big
overhead in the makespan. We also see that for small number of nodes, HEFT
and SPAGHETtI perform identically: this is due to the fact that there is no
problematic nodes for small instances.

7 Conclusion

Being able to schedule a DAGs on a large parallel machine is a challenge. Most
heterogeneous static scheduling heuristics have a complexity that depends on the
number of resources. In this paper we propose to classify the resources by archi-
tecture in order to reduce the complexity of the scheduling process and to cope
with modern HPC environments where the heterogeneity is relatively low. We
also use a model where the communication time depends only on the source and
destination architecture and not on the instances of these architecture. Thanks
to this hypothesis, we are able to provide an optimal mapping strategy with a
very low complexity. We then show that we can find the minimal number of
resources required to respect the schedule start time and we are able to propose
a set of compromises (makespan vs. platform size) in order to help decision mak-
ers to dimension their environment depending on the time-to-solution constraint
they impose. Results show that the proposed model is verified in some real set-
tings and that we are able to amortize the execution of some task on suboptimal
resources or to duplicate tasks when necessary.

Future works are directed towards a better optimization of the part where we
switch from unbounded to bounded resources. We plan to do this by exploiting
the slack of the schedule and map tasks on suboptimal resources as long as the
schedule length is not increased.
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